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OCR® (Optimum Climate Rooms) is a forward-thinking company that devises creative solutions and 
develops products that ensure that crops can achieve higher yields. 

(OCR®) CO2 tents, with their clever designs, quality materials and high level of finish, are the best tents 
that are currently available on the market. The Optimum Climate Rooms are the highest, thickest and 
strongest tents ever made! Our patented design represents a revolution in the CO2 tent industry.
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ABOUT US

FEATURES

(OCR®) CO2 tents make use of a PVE joining 
technology to fasten the outside of the canvas 
and the diamond reflecting Mylar together. 
This gives the (OCR®) CO2 tents superior 
rigidity compared to competitors’ tents. Other 
tents vary between 190D – 600D and do not 
make use of this PVE technology. 

Their thread density is insufficient, making 
them more prone to ripping and tearing, 
letting light through, overflowing, permeating 
undesirable odours and to the Mylar 
eventually separating from the canvas.

XXL SERIES
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(OCR®) CO2 tents are two to six times stronger 
than any other tent. Our frame is 100% metal and 
the connections to other poles are exceptionally 
strong. The clever design makes the tent very 
easy to erect in no time; wooden beams or other 
auxiliary materials are no longer needed. All our 
poles are covered with a high-quality coating 
layer, making oxidation a thing of the past. 

Every (OCR®) CO2 tent features a double floor, 
i.e. they include the rigid, water-tight drip tray 
of robust 0.6 mm PVC foil that can easily be at-
tached to the poles using Velcro. The PVC rigid 
and seamless floor has been tested with 2,200 
litres of water.

Our tents are so strong that they can be sub-
jected to loads of up to 120 kg! The zippers are 
the best quality available on the market and the 
(OCR®) CO2 tents can be linked to other models.

STRENGTH & DURABILITY

(OCR®) grow tents are made from 1680D Mylar 
reflective fabric, making them three to nine times 
more light-tight than any other grow tent in the 
world. Light-tight really means light-tight! Since 
we use the strongest and thickest canvas ever, 
the tents are stronger, safer, more durable and 
quieter. 

The unique diamond reflective walls provide 
more reflection than any other material. The use 
of the 1680D Mylar fabric puts an end to the 
drawbacks inherent in walls that negatively affect 
light output.

THICKNESS



Your plants can grow up to 50% taller in (OCR®) 
CO2 tents. The height of the tent prevents your 
plants from experiencing any problems of
radiation heat from the (OCL XXL Series 1000W) 
luminaires, and flowers being pushed apart are 
a thing of the past. 

The clever design of the frame, which has been 
purpose-developed based on a professional 
lighting scheme, enables you to attach the OCL 
XXL Series directly to the frame. This provides 
the maximum achievable lighting levels for your 
crop and there’s no longer any risk of bumping 
your head against the reflectors. The OCR® 
air distribution hoses have also been specially 
designed and the speed at which they 
distribute air matches all types of tent. The 
lightweight frame enables the air distribution 
hoses to be installed easily. 

This ensures optimum air and CO2 distribution. 
A tent of this design has never been launched 
onto the market before.

HEIGHT
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The zippers are the best quality available on the market and the (OCR®) CO2-tents 
are linkable with other models.

LINKABLE
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All (OCR®) CO2 tents have been designed specifically for climate systems such as OptiClimate, 
Nagano, etc. 

The air holes have been positioned cleverly, so that there is no need to cut any extra holes into your 
tents. Unnecessary excessive use of costly Combidec and/or Sonodec air hoses has become a thing 
of the past as well. The holes have been positioned such that you can now have your climate system 
blow air directly into the OCR® air distribution hoses, so that all the air calculations are always correct. 
And even the holes for using a plenum box have been thought of. 

This is truly plug & play! These tents are the first tents worldwide that enable the use of 1+1=3 systems, 
enabling you to increase the capacity of your climate system by 50%. The positions of the holes have 
been carefully considered, making circulation child’s play, and holes for overpressure have also 
been provided.

OCR® EN CO2
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 4.5X9.0X2.4M

Canvas thickness: 1680D

Frame Ø 25 MM

Number of doors: 6

Air hose hole Ø: 350mm

Number of holes for air hose: 20

Cable hole Ø: 10mm

Number of cable holes 16

OCR 900
XXL SERIES
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 3.0X6.0X2.4M

Canvas thickness: 1680D

Frame Ø 25 MM

Number of doors: 4

Air hose hole Ø: 350mm

Number of holes for air hose: 18

Cable hole Ø: 10mm

Number of cable holes 12

OCR 600
XXL SERIES
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 3.0X4.5X2.4M

Canvas thickness: 1680D

Frame Ø 25 MM

Number of doors: 4

Air hose hole Ø: 350mm

Number of holes for air hose: 18

Cable hole Ø: 10mm

Number of cable holes 12

OCR 450
XXL SERIES
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions:  3.0X3.0X2.4M

Canvas thickness: 1680D

Frame Ø 25 MM

Number of doors: 6

Air hose hole Ø: 350mm

Number of holes for air hose: 18

Cable hole Ø: 10mm

Number of cable holes 12

OCR 300
XXL SERIES
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 1.5X3.0X2.4M

Canvas thickness: 1680D

Frame Ø 25 MM

Number of doors: 4

Air hose hole Ø: 350mm

Number of holes for air hose: 14

Cable hole Ø: 10mm

Number of cable holes 8

OCR 300l
XXL SERIES
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 1.5X1.5X2.4M

Canvas thickness: 1680D

Frame Ø 25 MM

Number of doors: 4

Air hose hole Ø: 350mm

Number of holes for air hose: 14

Cable hole Ø: 10mm

Number of cable holes 8

OCR 150
XXL SERIES



AIR DISTRIBUTION HOSES
DEVELOPMENTS AT (OCR) NEVER STOP AND THAT’S WHY WE HAVE NOW INTRODUCED 
NEW AIR DISTRIBUTION HOSES.

Why another new air distribution hose? 
There are already so many around. That’s true, 
but our air distribution hoses work differently 
from regular air socks. Regular air socks are 
made of fabric, giving them little pores through 
which the air is blown in a 360˚ range, i.e. all 
around, exposing it to a lot of counter 
pressures. This makes it almost impossible to 
feel that air is coming out at all. The air 
descends so slowly that what should have 
been cool air has warmed up again before 
reaching the crop. Regular air socks clog up 
within a matter of weeks, reducing their 
capacity, possibly even to the extent that no air 
can get in at all. And the low air speed requires 
the use of fans to circulate the surplus 
stagnant air.

What is different about our 
air distribution hoses?

Our air distribution hoses are made of 
high-quality, antistatic, transparent LPDE foil 
with little round holes punched into it along a 
120˚ area, i.e. 1/3 of a circle. The air can 
therefore be aimed more precisely and blown 
out at a higher speed. This is based on 
calculations, so that you can make sure your air 
distribution hose complies with the right 
specifications to provide you with the capacity 
you need.

YOUR BENEFITS:
1. Targeted air distribution.
2. The transparent foil lets light through.
3. Cannot clog up.
4. Higher air speed: no fans needed.
5. Always the right capacity thanks to proper 
calculations.

DIAMETER Ø 350 MM – 15M
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SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter: 350mm

Length: 15mtr

Air passage per metre: 300m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 15M
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SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 350mm

Length: 5mtr

Air passage per metre: 300m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 15M

DIAMETER Ø 350 MM – 5M

SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 350mm

Length: 10mtr

Air passage per metre: 300m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 15M

DIAMETER Ø 350 MM – 10M



SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 350mm

Length: 10mtr

Air passage per metre: 300m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 13M

DIAMETER Ø 315 MM – 10M

SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 315mm

Length: 5mtr

Air passage per metre: 240m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 13M

DIAMETER Ø 315 MM – 5M
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SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 250mm

Length: 5mtr

Air passage per metre: 200m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 10M

DIAMETER Ø 250 MM – 5M
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SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 250mm

Length: 10mtr

Air passage per metre: 200m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 10M

DIAMETER Ø 250 MM – 10M



SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 200mm

Length: 5mtr

Air passage per metre: 160m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 8M

SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 160mm

Length: 5mtr

Air passage per metre: 180m³

Foil thickness: 180 MU

Max. useful length: 6.5M

DIAMETER Ø 200 MM – 10M DIAMETER Ø 200 MM – 5M
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